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In 2015, the ESCP Europe Foundation celebrated its 10th anniversary (4 years of which 
as a registered charity), with very positive results and encouraging prospects in several 
areas.

This year, the Foundation's resources have increased significantly thanks to the 
increasing involvement of Alumni (+ € 400,000). Donations from Alumni have risen from 
€ 787,000 in 2014 to € 1,142,579. 

This support is in addition to a sharp increase in partnerships with companies who 
are patrons of the arts: signing of two professorships: one with L'Oréal, the other with 
KPMG, including sponsorship of a Class by Eurostar.

We thank our donors, Alumni and companies, for their generosity and trust.

However, this investment effort in ESCP Europe does not yet match our School’s 
development ambitions.

ESCP Europe is in international competition with other business schools; constant 
innovation is imperative in terms of programmes offered, equipment and promotion. It is 
responding with a clear and decisive direction, whose new strategy is named “Cultures 
for Business”. The aim is to offer a unique multi-cultural management training at all 
levels (Bachelor, Master, Specialised Master).

These requirements are now projected onto the horizon of the increasing autonomy of 
the School vis-à-vis the CCIR Paris-Ile-de-France. This process was formalised in 2015 
and will reach completion in 2017.

ESCP Europe is also facing a new challenge: finding the financial resources for 
independence and fulfilling its ambition to be the best European Business School in the 
world.

The ESCP Europe community can turn this challenge into an opportunity.

Thus, we invite you all, Alumni, companies, professors and students to work together to 
write history and build the future of our beautiful School.

Your commitment is vital to ensure the excellence of the ESCP Europe brand worldwide.

We are counting on you!

 

Patrick Gounelle
President  
ESCP Europe Foundation 
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the Escp Europe foundation was launched by Alumni in 2005 and has been a 
registered charity since 18 march 2012.

the foundation supports Escp Europe in its ambitions of academic excellence and 
leadership. 

in 2015, it accelerated the development of the school to strengthen its multicultural 
dimension and European identity in 4 strategic directions:
  scholarships and diversity to aid the recruitment of excellence and equal 
opportunities,

  high-level research and more generally, projects aiming to increase 
competitiveness and innovation,

  teaching innovation to foster interactive teaching and set up digital infrastructure,
 influence of escP europe worldwide.

to achieve its goals, the foundation appeals to graduates’ generosity and 
corporate partners for donations.
the solidarity of all Alumni in facing Escp Europe’s challenges is one of the main 
vectors for achieving our ambitions.

the foundation works in a joint and complementary way with the school and the 
Alumni Association.

Escp EuropE  
foundAtion

Grow ESCP Europe Leadership and Excellence

As Dean of ESCP Europe Business School and Professor of Leadership Development, 
I am glad to share my vision with you. 

We are a realworld European laboratory where students, executives and entrepreneurs 
benefit every day from our 200 years of business experience and innovation. We 
do this with passion in a unique way, with a unique structure and with the highest 
academic and professional standards. This positions us as the leading European 
Business School.

At ESCP Europe, we believe that tomorrow’s world will remain highly unpredictable. 
Managing cultures provides an answer for business to thrive, and constitutes a valuable 
asset. Therefore we foster cross cultural exchange and diversity as a key resource to 
seize opportunities, solve problems and develop businesses of all kinds.  

In joining ESCP Europe, you will enjoy a transformational experience on our six 
integrated campuses (Berlin, London, Madrid, Paris, Turin & Warsaw) and at our 
international partner institutions.

All of our 45 000 Alumni worldwide share the same DNA. A warm welcome to ESCP Europe! 

thE dEAn's vision
for Escp EuropE

Frank Bournois 
Dean
EsCP Europe

cuLtuRes FoR Business stRateGy

The Cultures for Business strategy, set up by the school in 2015 endorses 
the unique character of EsCP Europe. it aims to deepen the multicultural 
dimension of the school and strengthen its distinctive character. 

the C4b project is based on 4 fundamental elements:
•  offer a multicultural experience to all through the systematic immersion of 

students and clients in several countries 
•  provide unique academic content in multicultural management
•  stimulate sustainable and “responsible” value creation 
•  foster all social, cultural and academic diversity.

escP euRoPe,  one BRanD, thRee PiLLaRs

the Foundation works in a joint and complementary way with the school and the 
escP europe alumni association.
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the governing and executive bodies of the Escp Europe foundation 
guarantee rigorous and transparent management.

the Escp Europe foundation is supported by specialised committees involving donors and 
members of the school’s Executive committee. these committees are intended to make 
proposals which are then validated by the Board of directors.

GoveRnance

the executive Boardthe Executive Board executes 
the decisions taken by the 

Board of Directors.
the Board meets once 

a month.

the Board of Directorsthe Board of Directors sets 
the Foundation agenda; votes 
on the budget proposal of the 

Executive Board and its special 
committees and approves the 

annual accounts. It is composed 
of 12 members.

the Board of Directors meets 
least twice a year.

4 members from the Founding Committee (representatives of the Founders’ Committee):
  Patrick Gounelle  François Kayat  Xavier Marin  Bernard Poussot

4 members from the College of institutional partners:
  Pierre-Antoine Gailly, President, Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Paris
 Frank Bournois, Dean, ESCP Europe
  Anthony Travis, President, Charity-ESCP Europe Business School (London)
  Arnaud Nourry, President ESCP Europe Alumni Association 

4 members from the College: qualified individuals chosen for their competence in the field of activity of the 
Foundation:
 Pierre Guénant 
 Odile Quintin  
  Jean-Pierre Raffarin
  Ghislaine Sanchez

Permanent guest   Thomas Rajzbaum

the Rector of the Academy of Paris, François Weil, also sits on the Board of Directors in his capacity as Government 
Commissioner.

the Founding committee the Founding Committee 
provides support and advice 

to the Foundation Board of 
Directors. the Committee is 

composed of the founders of 
the Foundation. Among its 

members are four appointed 
representatives of the 

Committee who sit on the 
Founders’ Board.

 Patricia Barbizet
  Patrick Gounelle
 Pierre Guénant
  Dominique Illien
  Jean-Marc Janodet †
 François Kayat
  Francis-Charles Lang
  Thierry de La Tour d’Artaise
  Patrick Lucas

  Pascal Macioce
  Christophe de Margerie †
 Xavier Marin
  Christian Mouillon
 Bernard Poussot
  Alexandre Pébereau
 Jean Rozwadowski
  Edouard Salustro †

the Finance committee the Finance Committee makes 
proposals for optimising the 
returns on the Foundation's 

treasury.

the Finance Committee meets 
twice a year.

  Véronique de la Bachelerie (82), Chief Executive Officer , Sociéte Generale Bank & trust Luxembourg
  Ghislaine Sanchez (89), Managing Director, SB Partners

ESCP Europe Foundation representatives
 Brynhild Dumas  Antonella Guerra

  François Kayat (86), President of the Finance Committee, Partner, Lazard

the campaign committeethe Campaign Committee is 
composed of Alumni donors 

whose aim is to persuade other 
graduates to become donors 

themselves. It especially wishes 
to recruit new Junior Major 

Donors. 
 the Campaign Committee holds 
fundraising dinners 2 to 3 times 

a year.

  Thomas Rajzbaum (06), President of the Campaign Committee, Associate Director, the Carlyle Group
  Frédéric Genta (05), Industry Head Retail, Google
  Arnaud Petit (04), Executive Director Corporate Finance, Edmond de Rothschild
  Anne Torrel-Izraël (00), Director Private Banking & Wealth Management, Crédit Suisse France

ESCP Europe Foundation representatives
  Brynhild Dumas  Laurène Herbelin

the scholarships & Diversity committeethe Scholarships & Diversity 
Committee aims to establish 

the broad guidelines of the 
Foundation for its support 
of ESCP Europe's diversity 
policy: scholarships, equal 

opportunities programmes ... 
It brings together donors, 

School programme and 
Foundation representatives.

the Scholarships & Diversity 
Committee meets twice a year.

  François Kayat (86), President of the Scholarships & Diversity Committee, Partner, Lazard

ESCP Europe representatives
 Thomas Allanic, Head of Master in Management Grande Ecole Programme
 Frédérique Alexandre-Bailly, Associate Dean for student diversity and inclusion
 Pascale Bourcier, Registrar Service Manager
 Andreas Kaplan, Dean for Academic Affairs

ESCP Europe Foundation representatives
 Brynhild Dumas  Fabien Albouy

  Laurent Courquin (75), Managing Director, Associate, BDO
  Hervé Descottes (69), Chief Executive Officer, Compagnie Immobilière et Financière du Dome 
  Jacques Pierres (90), Partner, EY
  Christophe Vinsonneau (02), Partner, Darrois Villey Maillot Brochier

 Patrick Gounelle, President 
 Bernard Poussot, Vice-President  
 François Kayat, treasurer  
 Brynhild Dumas, Executive Director
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the Escp Europe foundation has been able to rely on contributions from its loyal 
donors as well as from partner companies. 

Key FiGuRes
projEcts finAncEd  

in 2015

  17 foundErs 
  €1.3 m of EndowmEnts
  1335 donors, 34 of whom are major donors, 6 junior major donors 
and 130 members of the Europe club

  14 pArtnEr compAniEs, 5 of which finance chairs and 2 finance 
professorships 

2015 ResouRces 
€2,496,458 rEcEivEd in donAtions from individuals and companies
+ 18,6 % compared to 2014.

PLeDGes
morE thAn €2.7 m of plEdgEs rEcEivEd for 2016 to 2020 

incRease in FunDRaisinG since 2005 (in K€)
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95 schoLaRshiPs have Been FinanceD By the FounDation: €708,000

the Escp Europe foundation supports the school in its social diversity to foster 
social mobility, equal opportunities and geographical diversity

As for many higher education institutions and universities across the world, the 
recruitment of the best talent is of major importance. 
the foundation and the school are committed to attracting the best talent and 
facilitating the access of students of merit to high-level education by ensuring that 
tuition fees or social and geographical origin are not a barrier. 

in 2015, thanks to the generosity of its donors, the Foundation nearly doubled 
scholarships based on social criteria: 
  55 master in management students receiving crous grants or having passed 
the European or international entrance exams, were awarded a scholarship 
and were exempted from tuition fees for one year: €647,000

  10 specialised master students and 10 master in European Business students 
received a scholarship from the foundation based on excellence: €61,000

20 inteRcamPus moBiLity GRants: €52,000 

the foundation financed 20 intercampus mobility grants in 2015.
Grande Ecole master in management students have obtained an intercampus 
mobility grant so that they can spend a semester on an Escp Europe campus of 
their choice in the best possible conditions.

equaL oPPoRtunities PRoGRamme: €40,000 

the “Double ascension” programme in partnership with the lycée jean renoir 
in Bondy and paris Xiii university aims to create a specific and selective means 
of access for young people from underprivileged backgrounds and to award them 
the same diploma as other students. this system fights for equal opportunities 
through a Lycée-University-Grande Ecole tripartite organisation.
this system gives a second chance to talented Bts or dut students from deprived 
areas whose career path was previously limited.

with the support of the Escp Europe foundation, 10 students followed the 
programme in 2015 and a language study trip of a week in ireland was financed.

scHolarsHips anD DiversitY 

ReveaLinG taLents

 I come from a modest background and it would have been almost impossible to go to ESCP 
Europe without the help of its Foundation.
When entering literary preparatory classes three years ago, I had no idea that I would be 
entering this prestigious school three years later. In all honesty, I had a rather negative image 
of business schools, which to me were the bastion of students from wealthy backgrounds, and 
I couldn't really see what I had in common with that world, which was financially inaccessible 
to me. Then, while thinking about my career, I looked into the programmes offered by business 
schools more closely. I then discovered that there were scholarships in some schools and so I 
decided to try my luck.
Even before registering for the entrance exams, I had decided to apply only for schools offering 
financial aid to students.
I am fortunate this year to follow the ESCP Europe Grande Ecole programme thanks to the 
assistance provided by the Foundation. This is a fabulous springboard for my future and I thank 
you all for making my entrance into the School possible.

“ 

” 

Lotus GuiBot
Foundation scholarship holder, 
1st year MiM at EsCP Europe

emeRGency assistance FunDs: €15,000 

the emergency assistance fund of the Escp foundation was made available to the 
school to help students in difficulty. the aims of this fund are threefold: 
  to provide a rapid response to social or medical emergency situations encountered 
by students 

  to improve the lives of students with disabilities 
  to decrease the risk of withdrawal from studies due to a change in the social or 
family situation of a student 

it is an important expression of the Escp Europe community’s solidarity.

the scholarship programme is also supported by partner companies:

scHolarsHips anD DiversitY 
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tRaininG tomoRRow’s entRePReneuRsResPonsiBLe innovation

BnP PaRiBas ciB “FinanciaL innovation  
anD tRansFoRmation” chaiR

Bnp paribas corporate & investment Banking (ciB) and Escp Europe, in 
partnership with the i7 institute for innovation and competitiveness and Escp 
Europe foundation, created the “financial innovation and transformation” 
international teaching and research chair on 5 june 2013.

the common goal of Bnp paribas ciB and Escp Europe is to create a reference 
point for research in the field of responsible innovation and transformation 
in financial sectors: managerial innovation, open innovation and responsible 
innovation will be at the heart of the work.

the “financial innovation and transformation” chair’s main objectives are to:
  organise reflection, research and training of international dimension in the 
banking and financial economies 

  summarise the challenges and practices of the banking economy and make 
them accessible to practitioners and policy makers, through the publication of 
work, events, etc. 

  create opportunities for joint research and training in the general public interest.

chaiRs, PRoFessoRshiPs, PhD. PRoGRamme anD  
ReseaRch institute: €763,000 

ESCP Europe leads an ambitious and innovative research policy. 
The Foundation actively supports the research activities of the School through the funding 
of Chairs, Professorships, PhD. programme and the i7 Institute 

academic Director: Pr. Franck bancel

ey “entRePReneuRshiP” chaiR 

Further information: www.chaireeee.eu | Twitter @ChaireEEE 

launched in 2007 with the help of its partners EY and institution Escp Europe, the 
Entrepreneurship chair (chaireEEE) has been also sponsored by Bnp paribas since 2013. 

the aim of the Entrepreneurship chair (chaireEEE) at Escp Europe is to train entrepreneurs 
who have the ambition of being at the forefront of their field. it is intended to be for future 
creators, innovators, re-creators of companies, or intrapreneur managers. 

the chaireEEE is based on innovative and experience-driven teaching techniques (see. 
improbable: http://improbable.strikingly.com/), an incubation programme (Blue factory) and 
is strongly anchored in local ecosystems.

Every year, there are nearly 800 students trained in entrepreneurship, 150 projects supported, 
life given to a community of many thousands of people through dozens of events (including 
made in Escp Europe and the Entrepreneurship festival on each of the campuses every year), 
and intense research and development activity (http://storymakers.eu/en/article/chaireeee-lab).

the chaireEEE is a multidisciplinary European team of professors, researchers, innovators 
and experts.

academic Directors : Pr. Jacqueline Fendt and Pr. sylvain bureau

researcH researcH
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imaGininG the oRGanisations oF the FutuRe imPRovinG the PeRFoRmance oF PuBLic seRvices

société GénéRaLe  
“oRGanisations, LeaDeRshiP  
anD society” chaiR

DeLoitte “PuBLic seRvice anD  
manaGeRiaL PeRFoRmance” chaiR

At the end of 2011, société générale and Escp Europe, a member of pres hésam, 
created the “organisations, leadership and society” chair.

the management of complexity in large organisations, the question of responsible 
management and the evolution of labour relations in a rapidly changing environment 
are central issues for companies in the banking and financial sector.

the “organisation, leadership and society” chair is a place for exchange and mutual 
enrichment to pursue and expand research in this domain. it aims to take a step back 
to reflect on the changes that will affect the functioning of organisations.

research projects since 2012 include the following themes: 
 digital transition: collective forecasting systems and organisational impact 
 impact of remote working on organisations
 cultural diversity and professional success
 measurement of work performance: cost, value and performance models
 organisational implications in an innovative milieu
 procedural approach to corporate responsibility strategies
 governance and responsibility challenges
 managing by attention in a complex environment 
 construction and appropriation of the meaning of csr in organisations
  social representations of money and the role of financial institutions in a context of 
extreme poverty

 
this research is in the form of academic publications, conferences, workshops and 
summary documents. 

the “public service and managerial performance” chair in teaching and research 
supported by deloitte, Escp Europe and the Escp Europe foundation works in 
partnership with EnA.
the chair aims to provide an academic reference point for research on managerial 
performance issues in public services by supporting research projects, doctoral 
theses, publications and academic events.
it is a place for exchange between academics (research professors and doctoral 
students), practitioners (consultants and managers of public service organisations) 
and political, economic and social leaders.
thus, in April 2015 the chair conference "health reforms: what impact, what 
support?" held on the premises of EnA in paris brought together 170 participants 
- researchers, top civil servants, mps, government ministers and stakeholders in 
the health system. Exchanges took place in two roundtables: 
   one on the issues, risks and opportunities of the regional hospital complexes, 
created by the health law then being discussed in parliament, and finally ratified 
in december 2015
   the other on the deployment and support of health system reforms

 
in 2016, the work of the chair will expand to the merging of the regions and its 
ensuing challenges, especially regarding organisation.

academic Director: Pr. Jean-Philippe bouilloud academic Director: Pr. Philippe Zarlowski

researcH researcH
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RethinKinG comPany stRateGy

created in 2007, the Kpmg-Escp Europe “governance, strategy, risk and 
performance” chair conducts research - both theoretical and applied - on the 
integration of risk management and performance into corporate strategy. 

during its 8 years of existence, led by pr. frédéric fréry and with the support of 
Escp Europe foundation, the chair has:
  supported 86 research papers for master 2 students and awarded an annual 
Kpmg prize for best thesis
  encouraged faculty research on the school campuses 
  developed new teaching modules for Escp Europe programmes (both graduate 
degree and executive programmes).
  organised conferences and symposia.
  contributed to publications and their presentation at international conferences.

the "Governance, strategy, Risk and Performance“ chair changed into a 
Professorship in september 2015.

KPmG PRoFessoRshiP in inteRnationaL  
GoveRnance

the Kpmg professorship in international corporate  
governance is led by Pr. David chekroun.

Kpmg, Escp Europe and the foundation wished to continue their investment in 
the field of international corporate governance; a major challenge for companies.
the ambition of this professorship is to classify, prioritise and ultimately to study 
one or more areas of tension in the governance of international groups in the age 
of globalisation.

the professorship will conduct research to develop teaching and organise 
conferences to discuss several topics: 
  international governance faced with the challenge of the digital economy and 
digitalisation 
  international groups and the extra-territorial application of rules

researcH researcH

	  

L’oRéaL PRoFessoRshiP  
in cReativity maRKetinG

l'oréal and Escp Europe, in partnership with the Escp Europe foundation created a 
professorship in creativity marketing in november 2015.

this new stage in the historic partnership between l'oréal and Escp Europe with the creation 
of the professorship demonstrates a convergent desire: to consolidate the academic expertise 
of a large school in a way which complements the expertise of a leading company, on a crucial 
business issue.

the professorship in creativity marketing is led by Professors marie taillard and Benjamin 
voyer (london campus), who will develop their research and teaching activities on campus  
6 of the school on topical subjects such as big data and the application of behavioural sciences 
(psychology, neuroscience ...) in marketing innovation and creativity.

it will build on the teaching of the master in creativity marketing based on the london campus 
and the research of creativity marketing centre.

Working with L'Oréal is a highly rewarding experience both on an academic and personal level. It enables us to 
meet top-level managers working for a world-renowned company at the forefront of its field and discuss topics 
as varied as the importance of creativity in the understanding and analysis of big data, or the role of emotions in 
the consumption of beauty products. Through this partnership, we can ensure that our research and teaching 
directly addresses the needs of companies, and thus benefit from a direct exchange with managers who work 
close to the field. For L'Oréal, this experience enables them to benefit from innovative research know-how, to 
use the results of academic research in management and receive customised advice from the latter.

“ 

” 

maRie taiLLaRD Benjamin voyeR
L’Oréal Professor of Creativity Marketing 
Academic Director, Msc in Marketing and Creativity
Director, Creativity Marketing Centre

L’Oréal Professor of Creativity Marketing
European Academic Director, EsCP Europe

KPmG “GoveRnance, stRateGy, RisK  
anD PeRFoRmance” chaiR

a cReative maRKetinG aPPRoach
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inventinG the Business schooL oF tomoRRow

Launch oF FiRst mooc at escP euRoPe: €29,992  
(completed in 2016 by €24,500)

the digital revolution is an opportunity to rethink teaching methods and develop 
the teaching of fundamental management subjects.

As part of the "digital Blossom" project, Escp Europe is consolidating its 
educational offer with the creation of online training.

in 2015, the Escp Europe foundation funded its first mooc (massive open online 
course) which focused on the theme "understanding ecology for an innovative 
economy."

co-directed by Escp Europe (pr. olivier delbard), the thinktank Ecolo-Ethik 
(chantal jouanno) and Escp Europe foundation, this mooc has been online 
since february 2016. it aims to make the societal, political and public health 
challenges related to sustainable development intelligible, via a digital solution 
accessible to all. it addresses the definition of ecology and the essential concepts 
to be mastered to reconcile ecology and economy, thus developing a harmonious 
society.

the mooc "understanding ecology for an innovative economy" has been certified 
by the ministry of Ecology, sustainable development and Energy in the framework 
of the cop21.

Digitalising infrastructure: digital rooms and multiplex rooms

Escp Europe continues its digital strategy with the installation of multiplex 
rooms that promote interactive teaching and teaching shared between different 
Escp Europe campuses.

the foundation participates in the financing of these digital infrastructure. to 
support these projects, classes of Alumni have already contributed. the class of 
69 has raised over €300,000 (donations and pledges) and given its name to the 
school’s first multiplex room on the paris campus in 2016. 

innovation in teacHing 

 institute FoR innovation anD comPetitiveness - i7

the i7 institute, led by Régis cœurderoy is the Escp Europe thinktank on innovation and 
competitiveness issues. it is supported by the foundation. 

with a strong academic base and close ties with companies, the i7 institute contributes to 
enhancing the creation, dissemination and exchange of innovation expertise between three 
types of players - academics, companies and public policy makers.

main activities of the i7 institute:
 undertaking of research on a European scale.
 courses and academic programmes on innovation on the five Escp Europe campuses.
  Exchanges with public policy makers to analyse and influence public policies in terms of 
innovation at a national and European level.
  organisation of meetings and exchanges to create an open space for producing and 
disseminating innovation and expertise in competitiveness. 

PhD. PRoGRamme: €301,500 

Escp Europe aims to stimulate the production of high-level innovative research. the 
foundation supports the school's phd. programme
in 2015, it financed:
  25 grants for students on the paris campus phd. programme: €297,000. 

these grants were awarded, by request only, to low income candidates and according to their 
ranking in the entrance exam. they are awarded for the duration of the programme, which is 
3 or sometimes 4 years. 

   the prizes for best research theses (master in management programme) are awarded 
at the graduation ceremony.
in 2015, the European research committee awarded prizes for 3 students research theses, 
one of which was written by two students (attaining a grade of 17/20 or over).
to reward their work, the laureates received the foundation’s prize for innovation:  
a total amount of €4,500
 the fondation congratulates léoni patzer, jonathan Bordas, Katharina von plesse and 
josé-maria cudell.

stimuLatinG innovation

researcH
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8 maRch 2015 - a sPoRtinG event GivinG suPPoRt to escP euRoPe 
thRouGh PaRtneRshiP with commeRzBanK anD aDiDas. 

for the first time, at the paris Semi-
Marathon and at the initiative of the class 
of 2004, sportsmen and women of the 
Escp Europe community - students, 
Alumni, school personnel – took part to 
fund scholarships.
70 runners, including frank Bournois, rose 
to the challenge.
thanks to the generosity of the Escp 

Europe community and the support of commerzbank, €18,000 in donations were 
collected and 3 scholarships have been funded. 

13 aPRiL 2015 – DinneR at Christie’s
At the invitation of ms. patricia Barbizet (76), cEo 
of Christie's, the Escp Europe foundation brought 
together Alumni of the school on 13 April.
this convivial dinner was an opportunity for patrick 
and frank Bournois gounelle to present the actions 
of the foundation and the school’s future projects. 
they also emphasised the need to increase the 
involvement of all members of the Escp Europe 
community in its development.
the guests also attended a private viewing of the 
exhibition " Le Goût Français ". 

1 sePtemBeR 2015 – escP euRoPe FounDation annuaL DinneR, 
PaLais Du LuXemBouRG
major donors and members of the foundation’s Europe club met on 1 september 
in the reception rooms of the Palais du Luxembourg in the presence of the senator 
claude nougein (69).
during this event, frank Bournois thanked donors for their commitment to the 
school and explained the strategic projects financed by the Escp Europe foundation.
jean-pierre raffarin (72), former french prime minister and chairman of senate 
commission for foreign Affairs, defence and Armed forces, also wished to express 
his commitment to the development of Escp Europe.

15 octoBeR 2015 – DinneR at the Café KousmiChoff
the campaign committee of the Escp Europe foundation organised its first fundraising dinner 
to thank new junior major donors on october 15. guests were able to talk with frank Bournois, 
françois Kayat (86) and christian mouillon (77) about the necessity and interest for graduates to 
invest financially in the school and the foundation. 

20 octoBeR 2015 – Les renContres de La fondation , 
CerCLe de L’union interaLLiée 
A new cycle of events: Les Rencontres de La Fondation consist of a series 
of four small annual dinners featuring an Alumnus with a remarkable 
background who comes to share their experience and expertise in their 
field. these meetings are intended to be a privileged moment of exchange 
and increase both Escp Europe’s influence and pride in belonging to our 
school. 
the first dinner was held on 20 october with christophe Barbier (sm media 90), Editor in chief of the 
L’Express, on "the news press, current affairs and perspectives” 

4 novemBeR 2015 – annuaL GeneRaL meetinG anD schoLaRshiP awaRDs 
ceRemony , escP euRoPe PaRis camPus 
• the Annual general meeting of the foundation took place on wednesday 4 november in the entirely 
refurbished gélis auditorium in the school in presence of frank Bournois, patrick gounelle and 
françois Kayat. 

this event was attended by over 130 donors of the foundation, scholarship students and members 
of the school management and was the occasion of several highpoints:

• frank Bournois performed the official 
opening of the auditorium by unveiling the 
foundation donors plaques. in 2015, 80 
donors “sponsored” a seat.
the dean also spoke again of the school 
development projects based on the new 
strategy cultures for Business.
 

• patrick gounelle presented the financial results for 2015, news and forecasts from the Escp 
Europe foundation in terms of action and budget. 

• françois Kayat presented the scholarships to 
the students present.
this year, 120 scholarships, mobility grants 
and phd. scholarships were awarded by the 
foundation, thanks to the generosity of our 
donors.

• finally, professor philippe gabilliet led a master class on the theme of audacity, following the 
publication of his latest book, "L'éloge de l'audace." 

 EvEnts 2015
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majors Donors’ club europe club 1819 club

 EvEnts 2015

monthLy BReaKFasts with FRanK BouRnois
once a month throughout the year, the foundation organises breakfasts, by invitation 
only, on the paris campus for Alumni wishing to be involved with the Escp Europe 
community.
these very small-scale events foster a real exchange with dean on the strategy of the 
school, the aims of the foundation and the Escp Europe Alumni Association.

sPonsoRshiP oF the mim cLass oF 2018 By euRostaR

the new school year for the mim class 
of 2018 is characterised by innovation. it 
has already been sponsored by nathalie 
Balla (89), co-chairperson of La Redoute; 
Escp Europe students will now also 
be sponsored by a company. Eurostar 
is launching this new system with the 
class of 2018. nicolas petrovic (91), cEo 
of Eurostar, addressed the students by 
video. with this partnership, the company 

will fund scholarships through the Escp Europe foundation. to celebrate this first 
partnership, Eurostar has given away paris-london train tickets to students in a raffle. 

meet the aLumni in comPanies

on the initiative of the foundation, frank Bournois went to meet Alumni in their 
companies.
7 events were held in 2015, Bnp paribas, deloitte, orange, Accenture, Kpmg, lvmh and 
Eurogroup. this was an opportunity for the school, the foundation and the Association 
to present their respective goals, news and demonstrate their shared ambition. 

Launch oF cLass FunDRaisinG

in 2015, classes of 69, 72 and 75, met to kick-start the financing of classroom 
modernisation.

rEwArd  
progrAmmE 

the Escp Europe foundation has developed a reward programme to thank donors who commit 
to themselves to supporting the school’s development projects. this programme highlights donor 
contributions: personal donations, corporate sponsorship or individual bequests.

the foundation rewards the generosity of its donors and corporate partners, according to their 
contribution, welcoming them to clubs or by giving them special recognition.

Les DonateuRs PaRticuLieRs

advantages  
for donors majors Donors’ club europe club 1819 club

Name on the Major Donors 
plaque (ESCP Europe Paris campus) 
Name in all the communication 
media (annual report, website, 
internet…)
Les Rencontres de la  Fondation:  
4 dinners a year 
Invitation to the Foundation 
Annual Dinner 
Invitation to the Annual General 
Meeting and the Scholarship 
Awards Ceremony 
 Invitation to the end of year 
Graduation Ceremony

Diamond  over €1m

Platinium over €500K

Gold  over €200K

silver  over €100K

Bronze over €50K

junior major Donors* over €25K

Donations or pledges over 5 years

honorary member  over €25K

Benefactor  over €10K

Friend over €5K

* this new status enables graduates of up to 40 years old inclusive to have the same benefits as Major Donors for a commitment to donate at 
least 25,000 euros over 5 years. 

Donors support 
us, each year, for 

a minimum of 
four years

(excluding major 
donors and 

members of the 
Europe club)
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rEwArd  
progrAmmE 

 academic recognition : honorary Professorship 
the title of honorary professor mainly honours major donors whose personal 
influence and contribution throughout their exemplary careers and recognition by 
the business community has promoted Escp Europe.
in 2015, three people received the title of honorary professor: 
 

the Patrons' club the Benefactors’ club the Dean’s club 

PaRtneRs comPanies
the financial support of companies is indispensable for guaranteeing the success of teaching and 
innovation projects in the school. 
the foundation is working in close collaboration with the corporate division of the school to develop 
partnerships with corporate sponsors
the partnership with Escp Europe enables a company to develop a privileged link with the school, 
gain high visibility and privileged access to the students with a view to recruitment.
there are various levels of participation and each offer is studied individually so as to satisfy each 
company better: 

  the creation of a teaching and research Chair for companies who wish to develop expertise in 
agreement with Escp Europe.
the chair is an opportunity for reflection and sharing through which the company can pass on its 
expertise while supporting and developing educational and research programmes based on their 
needs to meet the academic, societal and economic challenges they face.

  Professorship to support the research activities of a professor and contribute to increasing the 
influence of the Escp Europe brand.
this creates a synergy between researchers, students and professionals and has a tangible 
ecomomic and research impact.

  the benefactors' Club offers the possibility of allocating donations to an ad hoc project: scholarships, 
research, mooc, sponsorship of a “class of……”

  the Dean’s Club increases employer brand visibility through the school’s corporate relations 
department. 

the Escp Europe foundation thanks its company sponsors who are committed to the school and 
support its development projects. it recognises their generosity by welcoming them to clubs.

BeRnaRD Poussot (75) jean-jacques Bienaimé (76) jeFFRey j. immeLt
Former Managing Director of Wyeth,  
Board Member of Roche and Cargill

CEO of Biomarin Pharmaceutical CEO of General Electric

  the ambassadors of the Foundation 
Ambassadors help the foundation to gain visibility and spread its message. they 
represent the foundation and connect it with people identified as potential donors.

many people volunteer services or expertise for the escP europe Foundation.

 our volunteer students
in 2015, the foundation launched its first appeal for student volunteers to help 
fundraising at the end of the year. thus, around ten students helped to prepare mail 
and called Alumni to encourage them to support the foundation. this was a fruitful 
operation and will be repeated on a bigger scale in 2016. 

Thank you to all our volunteers! 

  "naming" 
naming of a room, an object or a project after a donor or donor group (“class of…”, 
sports team…) 
-  donor’s name on gelis auditorium seats : from €2,500 and €4,000 for the 4 first rows 

for 10 years,
-  donor’s name or donor group's name on walls of auditoriums or classrooms.
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thE mAjor  
donors’ cluB

thE EuropE  
cluB 

the major donors’ commitment (minimum €50,000 donation) and our junior major 
donors (minimum €25,000 donation) is recognised through the major donors’ club.

through their valuable support for the future of the school, major donors have 
established a special relationship with the foundation and Escp Europe. we thank 
them for their generosity. Among them are the founders of the foundation which has 
been a registered charity since 18 march 2012.

donors wishing to remain anonymous do not appear in the lists below. 

the europe club recognises donors who have supported the foundation with over €5,000 of 
donations over 5 years.
listed in alphabetical order. 
donations made between 1 january and 31 december 2015.

Gold major Donors 
Jean-Jacques BiENAiMÉ 1976
Christophe DE MARGERiE † 1974
Patrick GOUNELLE 1972

Jean-Marc JANODET † 1957
Francis Charles LANG 1954
Bernard POUssOT 1975

Grands Donateurs juniors 
Brice LEMONNiER 2001
Antoine LEPAGNOT 2003
François PiNEL DE GOLLEViLLE 2003

Thomas RAJZBAUM 2006
François-Xavier RiNGOT 2004
Anne TORREL-iZRAEL 2000

honorary members 
Michel CAMOUs 1976
Véronique DE LA BAChELERiE 1982
sébastien EssiOUX 1988
Jean-Paul FORCEViLLE 1979
Didier GEiG 1987 
Gérard GiL 1973
Bernard hELAiN 1969
Emmanuel hENRiON 1986

Alexandre LEDERMAN 1988
Philippe LOMBARD 1977
Arnaud NOURRY 1982
Thierry PiMENTA DE MiRANDA 1969
Alain PONs 1980
Pierre sOUssAND 1975
Philippe TAUPiN 1969
Philippe VAssOR 1975

Benefactors 
Emmanuel BABEAU 1989
Didier BALME † 1971
Marc BELLOY 1947
François BERTREAU 1976
Gautier BEURNiER 1994
Alain BOCCARD 1955
Emmanuelle BONNEAU-PETELLE 1991
Chantal et Jean-Paul BOURGEAT 1987 et 1985 
Rémi CARNiMOLLA 1990
Michel ChALUMEAU 1951
Raphaël COURAU 1987
Laurent COURQUiN 1975
henri DE ChiLLAZ 1969
Bernard DE GONNEViLLE 1975
Georges DROUiN 1960
Louis GODiNOT 1975
Jacques GORNET 1961
Christian GRANDiN DE L'EPREViER 1985
Thorsten hUBsChMANN 1993
Patrick iWEiNs 1978

Olivier JACOB 1994
Gérard LALOi 1969
Gérard LAsNET 1960
Philippe LE BOT 1977
Joëlle LE VOURC’h 1973
Olivier LECOCQ 1983
Laurence MiGNON 1987
Emmanuel MOUQUET 1988
Christian NARDiN 1980
Patrick PARENT 1991
Céline et Arnaud PETiT 2006 et 2004
Jacques PiERREs 1990
Philippe PORChÉ
Yohan RUsO 2001
Laurent sAChs 2004
Philippe sAMUEL 1963
Jean-Paul TORRis 1974
Moïc TOULEMONDE 1982
Antoine VANhEUVERsWYN 1989
Christophe ViNsONNEAU 2002

silver major Donors 
Patricia BARBiZET 1976
Frank BOURNOis
Thierry DE LA TOUR D'ARTAisE 1976
Pierre GUÉNANT 1972
Philippe hEiM 1991
Philippe hUGUET 1972
Dominique iLLiEN 1976

François KAYAT 1986
Patrick LUCAs 1963
Pascal MACiOCE 1978
Christian MOUiLLON 1977
Alexandre PEBEREAU 1987
Jean ROZWADOWsKi 1969
Ghislaine sANChEZ 1989

Bronze major Donors 
René AssELiN 1971
Gilles BARissAT 1972
Jacques BEAUChET 1975
Bruno BOUsQUiE 1984
Jean-Paul BRAYER 1969
hervé DEsCOTTEs 1969
Yann DEVER 1998
Frédéric GENTA 2005
Pascal JUERY 1986

Vincent LECOMTE 1985
Anne MARiON BOUChACOURT 1981
Eric MOUChOUs 1985
Antoine PEsKiNE 1972
Olivier PiANi 1977
Edouard sALUsTRO † 1951
isabelle sANTENAC 1987
Daniel TREVEs 1969
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the 1819 club, so named in reference to the date of creation of Escp Europe, recognises 
the loyalty of all donors to the foundation. 
donors in this club support us, each year, for a minimum of four years (excluding major 
donors and members of the Europe club).
they are listed by academic year and in alphabetical order. 

Jean GROB 1945
Jean LE FOUEsT 1946
François VALVERDE 1946
henry MARChAis 1951
Rémy RABiLLON 1951
Marc PiROT 1952
Bernard DE NOiNViLLE 1953
Jean-Jacques POLLYN 1954
Roger DREYFUs 1955
Bernard BOYER 1956
Claude FANON 1956
Claude GENDRET 1956
André BiNON 1957
Yves Le TiNiER 1958
Jean-Louis RAiMON 1958
François MARTEAU 1959
Michel AMADO 1960
Olivier hELLE 1961 
Gérard ViLLEMER 1961
Michel hARAN 1962
Gérard WEiL 1962
hubert MANCEAU 1963
Patrick PiCARD DE LUZAN 1963
Yves PiGNOT 1963
François WiLLETTE 1965
Jean-Claude CATELAiN 1967
Marc DELEsALLE 1967
henry CAVE 1968
Eric DE BOisE DE COURCENAY 1968
Thierry hENAULT 1968
Michel sAViOZ 1970

Patrick sENiCOURT 1970
Francois RAMET 1971
Guy BLANChARD 1972
Bernard DALPhiNET 1972
Louis-Thierry GRALL1972
Pascal LEROUX 1972
Christian MARGUET 1973
Dominique BACQUET 1975
Catherine CAThELAiN 1976
Louis LABADENs 1978
Vincent BARBiER 1982
Marie-Paule CELLiER-hUBERT 1982
Christine FLATREs 1982
Philippe PERsONNE 1984
Thérèse MENDEs PAULA 1985
Christine RANARiVELO 1985
Laurence BEAUVAis 1986
Véronique COTTEN 1986
Mathieu POsTEL 1986
Xavier-François DECROOCQ 1987
Bertrand JOUANNEAU 1987
Nicolas PAVEsi 1987
Marc RAYNAUD 1990
Amaury DE BUChET 1993
Baudouin hUON 1995
Laurent BiJAOUi 1997
Emmanuel ChEF 2000
Eric hAZOUARD 2007
Albane DEMBLANs 2008
Raphaël hiNTZY 2008

thE 1819  
cluB

Friends 

Rémy ARThUs 1983

Christian BALLU 1972

Christian BELLiER 1966

Marc BERETTA 1989  
Jean-Philippe BEsCOND 2004  
Jean-Gabriel BLiEK 1987

Daniel BONGRAiN 1975

Jean BREGEAULT 1955

Roland BROUssARD 1952

Bertrand BUssiERE 1990

Jean CAssEGRAiN 1986

Jean-Louis ChANTiER 1957

Jean-Paul ChAPELiER 1969

Bernard ChiLD † 1960

Léon CLiGMAN 1938

Alexandre CRAZOVER 2001

Bruno DARCET 1976

Georges DARREAU 1951

Martial DE BiENAssis 1969

henry DE BROssEs 1982

Jean-Charles DE LAsTEYRiE 1976

Eric DE MONTGOLFiER 1988

Michel DE NONANCOURT 1969

Daniel DECUP 1962

Jean-Jacques DEDOUiT 1974

Jacques DEGUiNET 1967

Philippe DO NGOC 2001

Laurence DUFLO 1991

Philippe FERBUs 1981

Laurent GAULTiER 1989

François GAUTiER 1979

Michel GAYET 1966

Eric GERNER 1973

David GOBERT 1984

Roger GUBANsKi 1978

François GUisOLPhE 1975

Nathalie GUTEL 1984

Laure hAUsEUX 1984

Bernard hUET 1969

Alexis KEMLIN 2004

Laurent LECLERCQ 1990

André LEFAiX 1972

Bernard LEMAiNQUE 1957

Catherine et Bertrand LEsPiNE 1982 et 1981

Bernard LETRiLLiART 1947 

Alain LOVAMBAC 1974 

Anne MAisONNiER 1988

Olivier-Noël MARTiN 1969 

Bruno-Alain MARTiN 1972 

Christophe MOULiN 1983

Yves NiCOLAs 1978

Franc PiGET 1969

Frédéric PLAs 1987

Jean-Pierre RAFFARiN 1972

Valérie RAOUL-DEsPREZ 1987

Bernard RAsCLE 1974

Jacques RiGO 1977

François-Bernard ROUGiER 1968

Yves ROUssiNEAU 1972

Gérard ROUZADE 1968

Pierre siVAC 1982

Franck TARENA 1993

Valérie ThEROND 1989

André VERGNE 1957

Alain ViNCENT 1970

Patrick WALhAiN 1969

Eric WYTTYNCK 2007

thE EuropE  
cluB 
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we wish to thank all our 1335 donors for their support.

the list below shows all the donors having supported foundation projects between  
1 january and 31 december 2015.
they are listed by academic year and in alphabetical order. 

the major donors are shown by 
junior major donors by 
members of the Europe club by  

despite careful checking, some data may be incorrect. please accept our apologies. 
donors wishing to remain anonymous do not appear in the list below. 

 1938 
Léon CLiGMAN

 1945 
Jean GROB 
Maurice VERNET 

 1946 
Jean LE FOUEsT 
François VALVERDE 

 1947 
Marc BELLOY 
Pierre LETRiLLiART 

 1949
Pierre GAUDiN

 1950 
serge MARTiN 

 1951 
Michel ChALUMEAU 
Georges DARREAU 
Pierre MANsiAT 
henry MARChAis
Pierre MEsTiViER 
Rémy RABiLLON 

 1952 
Roland BROUssARD 
Pierre DE sEYNEs 
Jean MALissARD 
Marc PiROT 

 1953 
Claude BROssELiN
Bernard DE NOiNViLLE 
Jean-Pierre NiThART 

 1954 
Guy DEPOiLLY
Francis Charles LANG 
Jean-Jacques POLLYN
  1955 
Jean BREGEAULT 
Alain BOCCARD 
Roger DREYFUs 
Lucien LORDEREAU 

 1956 
Bernard BOYER
René DJiDETChiAN 
Claude FANON 
Claude GENDRET 
Philippe WEhRLiN

 1957 
André BiNON
Jean-Louis ChANTiER  
Bernard LEMAiNQUE 
Pierre MANEGRiER-BONNiOU
Jean-Louis RiALLiN
Francis TALVARD 
André VERGNE 

 1958 
Jean GELBERT
Bernard LABAUGE
Yves LE TiNiER
Michel MONNiER
Jean-Louis RAiMON
Jacques ROUssEAU
Jean-Pierre TEssON 

 1959 
Philippe LEVEsQUE

François MARTEAU
Philippe POURChET
Gérard ROUiLLE 

 1960 
Michel AMADO 
Daniel BOURDiN
Marcel BOURGAiN
Bernard ChiLD † 
Georges DROUiN 
Guillaume FRANCK 
Gérard LAsNET 

 1961 
Alain BAiLLOT
Jacques GORNET 
Olivier hELLE 
Alain LALLEMAND
Jean-Pierre NAis
Robert NAUDiON
Gérard ViLLEMER

 1962 
Daniel DECUP 
Michel hARAN 
Gérard WEiL 

 1963 
Claude LELORAiN
Patrick LUCAs 
hubert MANCEAU 
Georges MAs
Patrick PiCARD DE LUZAN 
Yves PiGNOT 
Philippe sAMUEL 

 1964 
Michel BOMPARD 

 1965 
Michel GUiLLOssON
Jean-Paul hAsCOET
Michel RAYNAUD
François WiLLETTE
  1966 
Christian BELLiER 
Georges-Joseph FRANCiOLi
Michel GAYET 
Christian LAUMONiER 

 1967 
Alain-Georges BERNARD
Jean-Claude CATELAiN 
Jacques DEGUiGNET 
Marc DELEsALLE 

Jean-Pierre GOUiRAND
Alain ThEBAUD

 1968 
henri CAVE
François ChATEL-ChAiX
Eric DE BOisE DE COURCENAY
Gilles DE ChRisTEN
Thierry hENAULT
François Bernard ROUGiER 
Gérard ROUZADE 

 1969 
Jean-Paul BRAYER  
Jean-Paul ChAPELLiER 
Patrice COQUARD
Martial DE BiENAssis 
henri DE ChiLLAZ 
Michel DE NONANCOURT 
hervé DEsCOTTEs 
Bernard hELAiN 
Bernard hUET 
Yves JACQUET
Laurent JULiEN
Yves KAEPPELiN
Jean-Marie LAFFONT
Gérard LALOi 
Olivier-Noël MARTiN 
Jean-Claude MONTAUZE
Patrick OUDiN
hervé PANThiER
Eric PiALLOUX
Franc PiGET 
François PiLLOT
Thierry PiMENTA DE MiRANDA 
Olivier RiChARD
Jean ROZWADOWsKi 
Philippe TAUPiN 
Daniel TREVEs 
Patrick WALhAiN 
Michel WARTER 

 1970 
Bruno LA COUME
Michel sAViOZ
Patrick sENiCOURT 
Alain ViNCENT 

 1971 
Didier BALME † 
Didier BRUNET 
hugues MissONNiER
Francois RAMET

thAnK You  
to All 2015 donors 
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 1972 
Christian BALLU 
Patrick BARBE
Jean-Louis BAVARD
Didier BECQ
Guy BLANChARD
Bernard DALPhiNET
Louis DE MURARD
Christian FAU
Patrick GOUNELLE 
Louis-Thierry GRALL
Pierre GUÉNANT 
Philippe hUGUET 
André LEFAiX 
Pascal LEROUX
Bruno-Alain MARTiN 
Marc MEssiER 
Bernard MOisY
Antoine PEsKiNE 
Jean-Philippe RAFFARD
Jean-Pierre RAFFARiN 
Joël ROMEi
Philippe ROUER
Yves ROUssiNEAU 
Eric sChULER
Armand-Louis WEishEiMER

 1973 
Eric GERNER 
Gérard GiL 
François LAFON
Joëlle LE VOURC’h 
Christian MARGUET 

 1974 
Jean-Jacques DEDOUiT 
Jean DEs COURTis
Alain LOVAMBAC 
Philippe PAUZE
Bernard RAsCLE 
Jean-Paul TORRis 

 1975 
Eric ALiAMUs
Dominique BACQUET
Jacques BEAUChET 
Daniel BONGRAiN 
Laurent COURQUiN 
Bernard de GONNEViLLE 
Louis GODiNOT 
François GUisOLPhE 

Pierre NOVARiNA 
Patrick hubert PETiT
Bernard POUssOT 
Pierre sOUssAND 
Philippe VAssOR 

 1976 
Patricia BARBiZET 
François BERTREAU 
Jean-Jacques BiENAiMÉ 
Michel CAMOUs 
Catherine CAThELAiN
Bruno DARCET 
Thierry DE LA TOUR D'ARTAisE 
Jean-Charles DE LAsTEYRiE 
Pierre DE MONTALEMBERT
isabelle DONAT-MAREZ
Dominique iLLiEN 
  1977 
Dominique DENis 
Philippe LE BOT 
Philippe LOMBARD 
Christian MOUiLLON 
Philippe PERRiNEAU
Olivier PiANi  
Jacques RiGO 

 1978 
hervé DE MONTLiVAULT
Roger GUBANsKi 
Patrick iWEiNs  
Louis LABADENs
Pascal MACiOCE  
Yves NiCOLAs 
Olivier VEYRiER 

 1979 
Armelle CABiLLiC
Jean-Paul FORCEViLLE 
François GAUTiER 
Patricia LAZARD-KODYRA
Agnès sENEQUiER D'OLiVEiRA

 1980 
Denis BOUTELiER
Pascale DELVAiLLE
Jérôme MiNLEND
Christian NARDiN 
Alain PONs  

 1981 
Jean-Michel BEYssERiE
Bernard BOssU
Philippe FERBUs  
Bertrand LEsPiNE 
Arnaud LiMAL
Anne MARiON BOUChACOURT  
Dominique PEPiN 
François VALLA

 1982 
sandrine et Vincent ARNAUD
Vincent BARBiER
Marie-Paule CELLiER-hUBERT
henry DE BROssEs 
Véronique DE LA BAChELERiE 
Christine FLATREs
Caroline hANOTEAU
Catherine LEsPiNE 
Odile NOTTiN 
Arnaud NOURRY 
Nadine PiChELOT
Pierre siVAC 
Moïc TOULEMONDE 
Jean-Paul URO
Dominique WETZEL 

 1983 
Rémy ARThUs 
Yves BiNDA
Pierre DOUCET
Philippe FERRAGU
isabelle GRECO
Olivier LECOCQ 
Christophe MOULiN 

 1984 
François BADELON
Bruno BOUsQUiÉ 
David GOBERT 
Nathalie GUTEL 
Laure hAUsEUX 
Bénédicte JULiEN-LAFERRiERE
François OsTER
Philippe PERsONNE 

 1985 
Eric BETAYENE
Jean-Paul BOURGEAT 
Béatrice DEsTREMAU
isabelle GAUThiER-MONEsTEs
Christian GRANDiN DE L'EPREViER 

Jean-Pierre LAPARRE
Vincent LECOMTE 
stéphane MENAGE
Thérèse MENDEs DA PAULA
Eric MOUChOUs 
Christine RANARiVELO
Marie-Pierre RAViLLY

 1986 
Laurence BEAUVAis
sandrine BERTELOOT MARQUis
Richard BiELLE
Jean CAssEGRAiN 
Véronique et Christophe COTTEN
Denis-Pierre DissE
Olivier DRiON
Emmanuel hENRiON 
Pascal JUERY 
François KAYAT 
André LOUiT
Mathieu POsTEL

 1987 
Jean-Gabriel BLiEK 
Chantal BOURGEAT 
Raphaël COURAU 
Xavier-François DECROOCQ
Didier GEiG 
Bertrand JOUANNEAU
Laurence MiGNON 
Nicolas PAVEsi
Alexandre PEBEREAU 
Frédéric PLAs 
Valérie RAOUL-DEsPREZ 
isabelle sANTENAC  
Elisabeth shEMTOV
Xavier WEisROCK
Daniel WEissLiNGER

 1988 
Eric DE MONTGOLFiER 
Eric DEsCOURTiEUX
sébastien EssiOUX 
Alexandre LERDERMAN 
Katherin LE FOLCALVEZ
Anne MAisONNiER 
Emmanuel MOUQUET 
Jean-Manuel RiChiER
Valérie VUiLLEMOT-DUCARME

thAnK You  
to All 2015 donors 
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 1989 
Emmanuel BABEAU 
Marc BERETTA 
Nathalie CURTET
Emmanuel DE MARTEL
Jean DE siGY
Laurent GAULTiER 
Philippe hELLiCh
Ghislaine sANChEZ 
Valérie ThEROND 
Antoine VANhEUVERsWYN 

 1990 
Bertrand BUssiERE 
Rémi CARNiMOLLA 
Muriel DELPUECh
Anne JOURDAiN
Laurent LECLERCQ 
Jacques PiERREs 
Marc RAYNAUD
Pascal sChOMER

 1991 
Anne BARRE
Gilles BOGAERT
Emmanuelle BONNEAU-PETELLE 
Christophe BOUZiGUEs
Ulrich DELCOURT
Laurence DUFLO 
Philippe hEiM 
Vincent NOBiLET
Patrick PARENT 
sébastien sChNEiDER
Elisabeth UssELMANN-ViOLANTE
Florence VAUDELEAU
Yolaine VON BARCZY

 1992 
Jean-François NiNU
  1993 
Amaury DE BUChET
Thorsten hUBsChMANN 
Alexandre MOURADIAN
Vincent NiDA
Franck TARENA  

 1994 
Gautier BEURNiER 
sophie ChATEAU
Emmanuel GOLAB

Olivier JACOB 
Frantz TEissEDRE

 1995 
Delphine DUFOUR-CARNiMOLLA
Baudouin hUON
Fabrice LACROiX 

 1996 
Arnaud BAZiN
Marc FOURNiER
stéphane LEPEU
  1997 
Laurent BiJAOUi
Vincent GARCiER
serge TEMPEsTiNi
Alexis VAGANAY

 1998 
Christophe DELFOssE
Yann DEVER 
Maury MULLiEZ
Gianni PULLi

 1999 
Barbara DE COLOMBE 

 2000 
Nicolas AChARD
Rémy BAUME
Emmanuel ChEF
sven hAGEMANN
Christophe MARQUE
sylvain MELLANGER
Anne TORREL-iZRAEL 

 2001 
Marion ChABOUD
Alexandre CRAZOVER 
Philippe DO NGOC 
sylvain DORGET
Joseph EL KhOURY
Aurélien GOURAUD
Brice LEMONNiER  
Jérémie LERONDEAU
François MOUNiER
Yohan RUsO 
Nicolas sANTi-WEiL
Jean TOUBOUL

 2002 
Patrick CLEMENT

Arnaud DE ROTALiER
Emilie GLEMET
Sonia Chunxia LUO
Karen MAsUREL
Christian RiEDi
Christophe ViNsONNEAU 

 2003 
Julien COFFiNiER
Erwan FAiVELEY
Alexandre LEMOINE
Antoine LEPAGNOT 
François PiNEL DE GOLLEViLLE  

 2004 
Camillia Maria BELBEOC’h
Jean-Philippe BEsCOND 
Emmanuel ChERET
Cyprien ChOUTET
Gaëlle COTTENCEAU
Johannes hARTiG
Laure JAUBERT
Alexander KEILLER
Alexis KEMLIN 
Thierry KRiEF
stéphanie LANG
Emmanuel MONTiER
Virginie PANhARD
Arnaud PETiT  
William PROsT
François-Xavier RiNGOT 
Laurent sAChs 
Jean-François sEGREsTAA

 2005 
Johann BRETON
Vincent DAUMEN
Frédéric GENTA 
Alain PRZEWOZNY
Armen VERDiAN 

 2006 
Joanne COhADON
Baptiste COTTE
Constance DE LA GUERRANDE
Rémi DURAND-GAssELiN
Fouad KOMBARGi
Jean-Paul LEMONNiER
Céline PETiT 
Aude PREBAY

Romain RABiER
Thomas RAJZBAUM 
Charlotte TEZENAs DU MONTCEL 

 2007 
Benoit DE LA BOULAYE
Eric hAZOUARD
Pierre LARiViERE
Thomas MARiN
Elisabeth MARLE-LANOT
Emmanuel NAhMiAs
Eric WYTTYNCK 

 2008 
Rudy BADDhA-MOURADi
Vivien BON
Edwin CARPENTiER
Albane DEMBLANs
Raphael hiNTZY
Ann-sofie PERiER 

 2009 
Florian BAUChER
Jean-Jacques BELVO
Andrea CAMPiONE
François FOURRiER
Frédéric LARChER
Emmanuel LE BLANC 

 2010 
Lygie GOBARDhAN
Elena hAGEGE
Kevin KONAN
Julien sYLVAiN 

 2011 
Lucas BONAN
Amaury BONhOMME
Rachida BOUAiss
Karl-Linus BRUChNER
Pierre ChANsON
Julien COhEN
shuyang CUi
Maxime KUSAK DEPAILLER
Antonella NOCERA
Thibaut ROGGEBAND
Charlotte TERRis

 2012 
Nikhil ARORA
Jean-Pierre BENONi
Arnaud BREMENT

thAnK You  
to All 2015 donors 
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We thank all our volunteers and ambassadors  
for their goodwill in supporting the foundation throughout 2015!

Laury CLAYE
Alix FANNEAU DE LA HORIE
Christelle FOURNEL
Cyrille GABORY
Pascal LABARRERE
Christophe LANGiE
Begum OZGOK
Nathalie WEiss

 2013 
Clément BERAUD
Matthieu BOUGON
Rémi BOUViER D’YVOiRE
Thi huong Giang PhUNG 

 2014 
Alexandre ARON-BRUNETIERE
Léonard BRiERE DE LA hOssERAYE
Julie FiNiDORi
Thibault FOssEUX

 2015 
Anne-Clémence BARBiER
Vianney DANEL
Claire DARRE
isabelle DELBOsC
Jean FiLiPPi
Claire FLANChEC
Nikolaj GRUENDER
stéphanie hALFON
Ariane hOFFENBERG
Morgane JACOBEE
Alexandre JEANNEROT
Marwan KOBEissi
Amandine LEiBA
Béatrice NEYRAC DE MiGUEL
Alizée REYNAUD
Maud RiDONY-MONTBRUN
Alix SAINT OLIVE
John sMYTh
Kaycie TEiTsChEiD
Tatiana TOPiOL
Olivia ZiTOUNi TiNLOT

 amis 
Fabien ALBOUY
Constance AssOR 
Bernard BEYssEN
Mehdi BELKAhLA
Frank BOURNOis 
Tevaï ChAPAs
Michel CLAiR
Constance DEChELOTTE
Pierre DEsChAMPs
Catherine DEsJACQUEs 
Michel DUMENiL
Alexandre DUTHIL
Camille GiROUD
Pauline GLENissON
Claire GRENiER
Olivier GREUsARD
Agnès LABADENs
Bastien LABLANChY
Philippe LAMBOLEY
Julie LAULUsA
Léon LAULUsA
Amine LAZRAK
Romain LisAMBERT
Vérane PAGANi
Valentin PAUZEs
stéphanie PEDROsA
Kim Mai PhO
Philippe PORChÉ 
Romain RABUssiER
Clément ROUX
Jean sAMsON
Victor sOUChET
Josée sRAER
Alicia TRANBAUT
irénée VALLETTE

thAnK You  
to All 2015 donors 

Balance sheet on 31.12.2015 (in €)

assets LiaBiLities

investment securities, savings 
and liquid assets 3 421 584 Equity and reserves 3 106 392

other assets 830 367 Dedicated funds 145 750
intangible assets 5915 Debts and other liabilities 121 538
Prepaid expenses 1 064 Prepaid income 885 250

total assets 4 258 930 total liabilities 4 258 930

finAnciAl rEport
2015

2015 2014

natural persons 1 142 578 787 433
companies and subsidies 1 353 880 1 317 000

iNComE For tHE YEar 2 496 458 2 104 433
other operating income 789 96
Financial products 9 642 112 200
rEsoUrCEs aVailablE For tHE YEar 2 506 889 2 216 729
Funding of projects 1 904 492 1 853 800

diversity and aid to students (95 scholarships awarded) 800 000 395 500
research 301 500 385 000
chairs and research support 763 000 761 300
innovation in teaching (mooc) 10 000 0
influence of  Escp Europe brand/communication 29 992 312 000

Direct costs including operating and fundraising costs 577 456 494 437
Depreciation charges 14 173 0
EXPENsEs For tHE YEar 2 496 820 2 348 237

CUrrENt rEsUlt 10 069 - 131 508

VariatioN oF DEDiCatED FUNDs 85 013 - 162 763

FiNaNCial statEmENt For tHE YEar + 95 082 - 294 271

Financial statement (in €)

Donors are involved in the management of the projects funded and the 
Foundation guarantees total transparency in the use of funds.
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how to maKe a Donation

by cheque made out to foundation Escp Europe
Addressed to: foundation Escp Europe - 79 avenue de la république, 75011 paris (france)

by credit card on line on our website:  
http:www.dons.fondation.escpeurope.eu

by bank transfer to the Escp Europe foundation account stating your name and first name 
in the transfer reference
lazard frères Banque
iBAn: fr49 3074 8000 0100 1329 02m0 122
swift or Bic: lAZpfrpp

by annual or monthly automatic debit, by returning the attached form with your banking 
details (iBAn).

you can support escP europe development projects by 
donating to the Foundation.
in France and most european countries and the united 
states, donations from individuals and company sponsorship 
is eligible for tax deductions. 
the financial advantage of each donation may therefore be 
twofold. 

To receive a tax receipt as rapidly as possible, please complete the attached form and send it 
with your donation. You can also download this form from our website: 
www.fondation.escpeurope.eu

DiD you Know?

  the escP europe Foundation may also receive donations in the form of 
bequests, financial assets (shares, stock options…), as well as life-insurance 
policies.

  a gift in kind (products or services) is also tax deductible.

We and our experts are at your disposal for any customised information required to 
help you with this procedure. 

FonDation contact 
Fabien albouy
falbouy@escpeurope.eu
01 49 23 26 21

support  
thE foundAtion

what taX DeDuctions FoR youR Donation? 

You are an individual donor 

in France, your donations will be tax-deductable. 
  me tax, a maximum of 66 % of the donation, with a ceiling of 20 % 
of taxable income 
  wealth tax, a maximum of 75 % for a maximum donation of €50,000

specific fiscal conditions apply to tax residents of other countries. 

in Europe, your donation is tax deductible - depending on local tax 
law - in 18 countries through our membership of the transnational 
giving Europe (tgE) programme.

for more information on the terms of exemption and payment, 
please contact us or visit the tgE site: transnationalgiving.eu

in the U.s., your donation may make you eligible for tax advantages 
due to our partnership with friends of fondation de france.
for more information, contact us or visit: fdnweb.org/ffdf/ 

You are a company 

in France: 
By making a donation, your company can have major tax deductions.
the sponsorship tax system enables companies paying corporate 
tax to benefit from a reduction in tax of 60 % of the amount of the 
donation up to a ceiling of 5 ‰ of their turnover (Art. 238a of c.g.i) 

abroad : 
do not hesitate to contact us for any information regarding tax 
deductions for partnerships with the foundation.

5



do not hesitate to contact us!
The ESCP Europe Foundation team is at your disposal. 

escP europe Foundation
79, avenue de la République - 75011 Paris - France

www.foundation.escpeurope.eu

public utility foundation registered on 18 march, 2012

escP europe, the unique Paneuropean school  
among the best Business schools in the world

Brynhild Dumas 
Executive Director 

bdumas@escpeurope.eu

Laurène herbelin 
Development Manager 
Tel: +33 (0)1 49 23 25 09

lherbelin@escpeurope.eu

Dominique Desgranges 
Prospecting and CRM 
Tel: +33 (0)1 49 23 25 08 
ddesgranges@escpeurope.eu

antonella Guerra 
Office Manager and  
Events Manager 
Tel: +33 (0)1 49 23 20 72 
aguerra@escpeurope.eu

Fabien albouy 
Annual Giving Senior &  

Communications Manager
Tel: +33 (0)1 49 23 21 89 
falbouy@escpeurope.eu
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Over 100 academic alliances in Europe  
and around the world

6 urban campuses in Europe  
Berlin, London, Madrid, Paris, Turin, Warsaw

3rd Business school in France and  
in Europe (Financial Times, October 2015) 

4,000 students of 90 nationalities

The world’s first Business school  
(est. 1819)

45,000 active Alumni in 150 countries 
worldwide

5,000 managers and executives in training 

Over 130 research-active professors

A unique multicultural training  
programme in management

Triple crown accreditation 

Escp Europe is among the 1% of business schools 
worldwide to be triple-accredited.


